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lower levele, the air always seeking the highest points I SUPPLEMIIN�·. No. 000, by G. M. Hopkins. but have failed I low as to" freeze over" the water of a river or creek, 
in the system of mains. This is called an air trap. to generate any current from it. The instructions given at no time before sunri.e can a particle of ice be seen 
The high points in the system should have self· acting have been strictly fOllowed. The machine runs well as upon the surface of the water, while in a short time 
valves or a service connection to let the air out, but a motor with four Grove cells. Will you please inform after sunrise. the stream, as if by magic, is filled from 
this wil. not obviate the tendency to air obstruction in me the reason, or suggest what is necessary to obtain shore to shore with floatIng particles of ice, commonly 
mains that are too smail for a distributing service. We the desired effects? A. Possibly you can obtain a cur- called slush ice. Query' Whence comes this ice? A. 
could not point out your special trouble without a map rent by shiftmg the wires of the field magnet so as to The fine ice we presume eXIsted. but was inVIsible 
and elevation of the whole system of mains. Service send the current through the field in the opposite sense. until the sun's rays feU upon it not too obliquely. 
pipes should always be tapped in to the top of the Or try the �ollowing: Connect the field and armature (532) J. S. B. writes: To settle a dis-
mains. In serIeS WIth a battery of four or five couples and start 

(510) E. L. B. asks: How many ohms the dynamo. Have the wires insulated and the brushes 

of resistance will one volt of E. M. F. overcome! I can 
set at the neutral point. The instant the belt seems to 

read up all about one unit and all about the other unit. 
drag.indicating an excited field. cut the battery out and 

but cannot !lscertain the relation between the two. If 
close the circuit. This must be done quickly or you 
may lose the excitement of the field. Do not touch the 

there were a unit for the friction of water in a pipe, it 
would b e  easy to say. so many pounds of pressure over
come so many units of friction; cannot the same be as
certained for volts and ohms? A. Any number of 
ohms resistance can be overcome by one volt E. M. F. 
The resistance simply reduces thE amount of current 
that can be produced by a given E. M. F. through the 
circuit. Thus, taking your own simile, no amount of 
friction could completely overcome one pound of water 
pressure; it would only reduce the amount which that 
pressure could force through the pipe. Read Ohm's 
mw to ascertain the relation of E. M. F. to current. 
It states that the current produced by a given E. M. F. 
is inversely proportional to the resistance of the cir· 
cuit. Hence any E. M. }j'. must produce some current 
through any resistance short of infinity. 

(511) C. T, H. asks how to calculate 
the SIze of wire on armature and field magnets of elec� 
tric motor with any given E. M. F. A. For a periphe
ral speed of armature of about 1,500 feet per minute, 
and as an approximation. for every yard of wire in its 

bare wires when executing the maneuver, or you will 
get a strong shock. 

(521) F. B. W. writes: Will you kindly 
inform me through your paper the process of making 
blue print paper-body white. lines blue? I have seen it 
in your paper, but cannot turn to it. A. For processes 
both of blue lines on white ground and black lines on 
white ground, we refer you to our SUPPLEMENT, No. 
584. with full description. formula, etc. 

(522) J. G. W. writes: I am building an 
eight light dynamo as described in SUPPLEMENT, No. 
000. 1. 1 wish to use it for an arc light; which is the 
best winding for it-series or shunt? A. For arc lamp 
wind in series. 2. Could it be run by hand power with 
proper transmission for several hours? A. It would 
not be practicable. 3. Which is the best transmission 
for it? A. Belting. 4. How can I make an arc lamp 
for that purpose? A. For arc lamps consult our Sup
PLElIENTS. We recommend also Atkinson, '"Electric 
Lighting," which we can supply by mail for $1.50. 

winding, one volt E. M. F. may be allowed for. (523) J. V. L. p, writes: Can you tell 

(512) V. M. C. asks: How must I proceed me what has been found efficacious for removing 

to o'otain a cast of solid metal, say of silver, of a bug. mildew from brickwork? A brick building near here 

beetle. or similar insect? The idea is to embed the ob- has presented ahout 100 square feet of mildewed surface 

ject in some plastiC refractory material. then burn it:
' on one of its gable ends ever since it was built, some 

out. and pour the molten metal through holes providel eighteen months since. The mildew is a clear white, 

What material must I use, and how must I proceed ?/A. and varies a little from time to time in extent. but is as 

Make the moulds of finely ground plumbag03parts. pot- bad now as ever. I have thought of USIng several liquids 

ter's clay 1 part. Mix thoroughly with water, and tbin for removing it. but would be glad to learn what others 

enough to run. Make a small paper box open on one have found suitable. Perhaps mtric acid would de

SIde. and impale the iDl';ect on large pins passed through stroy the mildew. but I fear it would eat into the mor

tne box and into the insect to hold it in position and tar at the joints and necessitate repointing. How is it 
for ventilation. Let some of the pins touch the legs, with boiling water, kerosene. lye. or ammonia? Will 

also for ventilation. When the insect is properly the application of any substance prevent the reforma

adjusted in the box. and a large pin or pouring gate tion of the mildew-boiled linseed oil. perhaps? A. 

is made to touch the body, and held in place by passing Builder's acid (muriatic acid) is often used for remov· 

through the box. pour the thin mixture slowly into the ing white stains from brickwork. Its efficacy in the 

box until it is filled, being careful to clear away any case of mildew would be doubtful, but the white stains 

air bubbles that might hang in contact with the insect. you refer to may not be such. A coat of linseed 

Set the mould in a warm place to dry. As soon as it is oil on the perfectly dry brick would have a good pre

set or hard enough t.o_handle. pull out the pins and gate ventive tendency. Meltro. paraffine applied hot and 

and take off the paper box and place in a warm place worked in with a paint burner would also be efficacious. 

to thoroughly dry. Then place it in a small iron box, Perhaps either of the last named applications would 

so as not to expose the mould to sudden heat, and destroy the mildew or white stain also. Acid used by 

s lowly heat to a full red. and while at a red heat blow an experienced man would not injure the joints. 

pute, will you please tell me. if you should pass an elec· 
tric current through a chemically pure copper wire, 
would there be any difference in composition (£. e. 
would it still be chemically pure) or structure? I think 
that an electric current would not alter the composition 
or structure, unless the wire was 80 small as to cause 
heating. A. You are correct. No alteration in com· 
position will be produced. 

(533) E. H. D. writes: Is there any
thing in benzine that will injure the teeth? If not. it 
is certainly a great cleanser. How can it be purified 
from its peculiar taste and smell? A. Benzine will not 
injure the teeth. but is not adapted for cleaning a wet 
surface,and its vapor. if inhaled. would tend to produce 
toxic symptoms. Treatment with bichromate of 
potash and sulphuric acid tends to destroy its odor. 

(534) G. S. D. asks: 1. Why is it that 
you can place your hand on the bottom of a boiling tea 
kettle and it will not burn you. only feeling warm to 
the naked hand? A. If the bottom of the kettle is 
coated with a non-conducting substance. such as lamp
black. the heat will be prevented from reaching the 
hand in some measure. If the bottom is clean. it will 
feel hot. 2. How are lenses adjusted in instantaneous 
photograph cameras to locus themselves correctly at 
different distances? A. The lens is so constructed a. 
to keep the emergent rays as nearly parallel as posAible. 
so that the approximate focus is what is known a8 a 
deep one. 

(535) H. B.-Condensation of natural 
gas to a liq uid is impracticable on the large scale. and 
cannot be accomplished on the small scale without ex· 
treme reduction of temperature. Aluminum steel is 
ductile if properly annealed. Experiments with 
aluminum alloys for ordmmce have yet to be made. 
The U. S. government has in contemplation experi
ments with submarine boats. 

(536) S, H. M. writes: Please be kind 
enough to explain the following phenomena of the 
water hammer: 1. When friction is applied to the tube, 
the bulb at the upper end being full of water. all but a 
bubbl�, a sort of boiling takes place through the con
tracted tube immediately below the bulb? A singing 
noise accompanies it. 2. When the thumb is applied to 
the lower end of the tube where there is a slIght bulge, 
the tube being inclIned just sufficiently to allow a 
small bubble to remain in the bulge, the instrument 
seems to serve as an accurate pulse glass, and Indicates 
the pulse beats. A. Both phenomena are du to heat 
produced by friction or contact. The pulse indication 
is, we believe, quite imaginary, and if the bubbling 
agrees with the pulse-heat. it is a coincidence only. 

(537) M. K. writes: Considerable annoy
ance is caused in our bleaching works by the soda im-

Billiard tables, device for leveling, H. C. Berry .... 899,126 
Bin. See Grocer's bin. 
Blankbook tool. J. C. Forman...... .. . . . . . . . . . . .••. .  398.825 
Block. See Brake block. 
Book, combination bank, W. H. Benson . . . . . . . . • . . •  898.875 
Book, receipt and recurd, H. Loewenbach ........ , 399.060 
Boot or shoe. G. F. Butterfield... ..... .... . ........ 399.130 
Boot tree. J. D. Spiller .... . . .  . .  . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . .. • . .  399.166 
Bottle stopper. W. P. Crary . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .••.. 398.944 
Bottle stopper. R. Henkmann ........ ............. 398.832 
Box. See Ballot box. Paper box. Tobacco box. 
Box fastener. J. W. Shaw . ................. ... .. .. .. . 3\J8.\J81 
Braces or suspenders. S. hank . ...... ... ....... .... 399.027 
Brake. See Air brake. Vehicle brake. 
Brake block. R. H. Lanyon . .. .......... ... .......... 399.055 
Brake shoe, G. Westinghouse, Jr . . .................. 399,103 
Brick machine attachment, P. G. Benson ..... ..... 3!l8,813 
Brick mould. A. McLean . . ......... .. ................ 399.Q64, 
Bridge, tru8�ed suspensioD, G. M. Weldin .••••••••• 399,105 
Broom maker'. thimble, D. W. Albert ....... . ...... 398,812 
Bung, Schwemberger & Groeschel. . . . . . . . . .•.•••••• 399,086 
Burner. See Gas burner. Vapor burner. 
Butter cutter, H. M. Cain ................. .......... 398,879 
Buttonhole strips. makin�. II. W. Lyon ............ 399.06 1  
Cable conduit curve, W .  Haddock . ... ..... .. ..... 399,037 
Cable grip, W. Haddock . . ... .... . .............. ... . .. 399,0.1' 
Calculating machine, coin-operated, F. W. Brooks 399,129 
Camera shutter, Shakespeare, Jr .• & Low . . . . • . . . .  398.980 
Car couplin�. T. O. McMurtray .. . ................... 398,8" 
Car driving mechanism, street, J. McLean . .... .... 399.152 
Car, electric, H. W. Smith .............. ............. 399,092 
Car heater, railway, W. Burnett .. ........... 398,816. 3H8,878 
Car ventilator. automatic, W. G. Creamer........ 398.882 
Carpet fastener, T. D. Hammond ...... .......... ... 39H.038 
Carpet sweeper, W. J. Drew ... ...... ... ... ..... ... 399.136 
Carriage tufts, machine for making, L. P. War-

ner .... ....... ............. ... ................... .... :399.225 
Carr:er. See Cash and parcel carrier. Hay car

rier. Package carrier. Wood carrier. 
Cart, road. E. R. Lawrence ................ . ........ 899,056 
C"rtrid�e. S. H. Emmens ............................ 398,8'23 
Case. See Clock CRt-ie. Vaporizing case. 
Cash and parcel carrier, Clark & Crossley ....... ... 399,018 
Cash indicator and register, C. E. Lord ............. 898.898 
Cash indicator and register. Schickcer & Marty ... 398,979 
Cash registering device, O. C. Retsloff . . . . . . . . . . . . . •  399,080 
Chair. See Convertible chair. Folding chair. 
Cheese presses. attachment for gang. W. L. Bea .. 

ton ..... . ... .... . .. .... ... ........ ..... . ... ...... ... 3!J8,932 
Chimneys, ventilating top for. T. J. Nicholson... 399,067 
Chisels, die for making. J. Swa.n . ............ .. , ..... 398,910 
C!�ar li�htin� device, electric, Ta� & Smith . . . .. . .  399,168 
Cigar moulds. die for stamping metallic, G. D. 

El�es.. .... .. . .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .... .. ..... .. .. . .. ... 398.954 
Cigars. filler material for, R. A. Bri�ht . ....... ..... 398,877 
Cigars. preparina.r filler material for the manufac" 

ture of, R. A. Bri�ht... . .  .. ...................... 398.876 
Clay pulverizer and conveyer, J. Evans . ....... . .. . 899.025 
Clock case. A. D. Tyrrill . ....... . ... . . . ......... ...... OOJ.097 
Clock. electric alarm, Kahan & Craven . ....... .... .  898,896 
Clock, self.winding electric, F. W. Brainerd ....... 399.128 
Closet. See Water closet. 
Cubalt matte from cobalt ores. producinlr, W. 

Brandreth. . .. .. .. .. .. .. ...... . .................... 399,009 
Cain adjuster. G. McLou�hlin ....................... 399.065 
Column, plate metal, Mesker & Edwards ........... 399.202 

Comb. Aee Curry comb. 
Comb. H. G. Guild ........ .......... ...... ........ .... 399.032 

Convertible chair. B. C. Odell ........................ 399.069 
Conveying apparatus. J. C. Martin . . . . . . . . . . . . .•. . . .  3W,150 

Conveying �rain. ice, coal, etc., device for, 
McBride & b'isher ................................. 399,063 

Copies of writings:. apparatus for obtaining d u-
plicate, C. A. Thompson .. . ........... ..... .... . .. 398,864 

air through the mould to burn any carbon that may reo 
main. See that the vent holes and gate are all clear. 
when the mould will be ready for pouring in the metal. 
Have the mould quite hot when you pour, to insure the 
metal filling every part. Soak the mould in water for a 
few hours, when it can be cut away with a knife. 

(524) A. L. K. writes: A shunt-wound in
candescent dynamo, voltage 1,200, current 5 amperes. 
furnishes light for 100 16 candle lamps. wired in series. 
Each lamp has 2� ohms R. and consumes 12� volts. 
An arc lamp is inserted in the circuit, in� series, requir
ing 50 volts and 5 amperes, and giving a nominal candle 
power of 1,000. It displaces four 16 candle lamps. I 
cannot understand why the same power furnishes 64 
candle power in one case and 1,000 in the other. A. 
The 1,000 candle power rating is fictitious. and really is 
about 400 candles. The arc lamp is the most economical 
producer of light that is known. because of its high 
temperature. The ratio of obscure to luminous radia· 
tions is far more favorable than in the case of the in-

parting to the materials to be bleached a reddish tinge. Cotton. ginnin�, J. C. Osborn ....... ....... . . .. ... . .. 399.�06 

(513) M. C. J. and L. J. S. ask how mar
ble that has become stained so that it looks dirty can 
be whitened. A. Scrub it with ground pumice stone 
and water. For stajns apply a paste of lime and wash· 
ing soda and wash off after a few hours. Also try 
javelle water, or bleaching powder and water mixed to a 
paste. 

(514) H. N. asks how table oil cloth 
may be mtlode. A. Size it with weak glne solution and 
paint with best lead paint. mixed with a little varnish. It 
can be rubbed down between successive coats with 
ground pumice if a very fine finish is desired. Dammar 
varnish can be used. 

(515) A Subscriber asks why they don't 
use emery paper on an elertric motor. A. Emery is a 
bad material to use on any frictional surfaces or bear
ings in any cla8e of mar.hinery. as it beds itself in the 
metal and cuts the journals, etc. Hence it is liOt used to 
IJrighten the commutators. as they would thaI. destroy 
the brushes. 

(516) J. H. A. writes: I wish to take a 
plaster cast from a plaster ornament, but have trouble 
in separating same. Can you tell me what to use on 
the original so that they will admit of f ree separation? 
A. Oil the mould with olive or similar oil. 

(517) T. O. M. asks: Will the t.ele· 
phones described in SUPPLEMENT, No. 142, wotk a dis
tance of ten miles? A. No; you will need:a microphone 
transmitter. 2. Would I be permitted by Bell Tele
phone Company to use them? A. They are practically 
Bell telephones, and the Bell company can have you 
enjoined from using them. 

(518) N. W. H. writes: In your SCIEN
TlFIC AMERICAN of February 18, 1888. you give the 
popUlation of London, England, for 1888. 3,955,819. 
Swinton's geography gives the population of same city 
for 1880,4,764.000. Has the city decrea8ed in popula
tion, or have you made a mistake? A. Our figure was 
correct. The popUlation of London may be variously 
stated, according to the districts in the suburb8 which 
are InCluded. Instating the population of New York 
as a center of population, Brooklyn, Jersey City. 
Hoboken. Long Island City. etc., should be included. 
I,ondon's popnlation is] increasing with great rapidity. 

(519) E. H. J. asks: 1. Please give ori
gin and history of three golden balls as a pawnbroker's 
sign. A. The coat of arms of Lombardy contained 
three spheres. and is said to have been the origin of the 
pawnbroker's sign. as Lombardy was the home of some 
of the first of this class. 2. Is there a treatise on the 
improvement of memory? A. Holbrook's" How to 
Strengthen the Memory" is a popular treatise. which we 
can send free by mail for $1.00. 

(520) J. S. writes: I have constructed 
an eight lamp (10 c. p./ dynamo-electric machine. ac
cording W instructions given in SCIENTIFIC AlIlERICAN 

which is very positive in its resistance to the bleaching 

I 
Cot.ton openers. etc., evenin.e;c mechanism for, J. 

agent-chloride of lime solution. Will you please say C. Potter ........... .. 
: 

......... 
: 

........ 
: 
.. 399.076. 399,077 

if there is anything in the soda that would be likely to Couphn�. See Car couphng. Thill couphnor. 

produce this resnlt and if there is anything that will Crock press, F. Bennett .......................... . ... 399,178 

neutralize it? A. We presume the trouble is due to the 
Cultivator, C. II. Gage . ........................... ... 398,959 

f . Tr t t f h d
' 

h k 
Curd mlil. R. H. Casswell ............... ............ 398.880 

presence 0 Iron. ea men 0 t e goo s Wit a wea Curry comb. W. R. Davis ............. ...... . . ... . ... 398,820 
acid bath might remedy It. Curtain fixture, J. Steinba�en . . ... ... . .... ... . . . .... 398,859 

candescent lamps. 

(525) ., Reader" asks: Is not the field 
for invention nearly exhausted? Do you know of any 
opportunities still open for one with an inventive turn 
of mind? A. The opportunities are endless; the field is 
rather increasing than diminishing. We could not re
capitulate a tithe of the most important. Thus we 
might suggest a light weight durable storage battery; a 
low resistance,compact. cheaply run primary battery; a 
high temperature heat engine; a practicable freight 
train brake; a coupling for attaching automatically 
ferryboats to their docks; a practicable system of navi
gation in fogs on the ocean. Every machine of import
ance can be made the basis for improvements. To be a 

successful inventor you must see the need as well as 
the way of supplying it; the first is as essential to suc· 
cess as is the second. 

(526) P. Y. M. asks whether common 
pine wood or any wood could be made to answer for 
cores in casting Babbitt or lead. If not ordinarily. could 
it be made good by any solution? A. Boil the wood for 
a few minutes in a strong solution of sulphate of iron, 
dry. and whitewash with lime and again dry. for each 
cast. 

(527) A. A. asks if there is any method 
to separate alkali from water to make it suitable for 
drinking. A. Distillation is the only efficient method. 

(528) B. & Co. ask for the best methods 
of quickly bleaching ivory. A. Treat with solution of 
binoxide of hydrogen. Exposure to the sun while im· 
mersed in spirits of turpentine is said to be efficacious. 

(529) H. A. W. asks: Kindly state 

� Books or other publications referred to above 
can, in most cases. be promptly obtained through the 
SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN office, Munn & Co., 361 Broad
way. New York. 

TO INVENTORS, 

An experience of forty years, and the preparation of 
more than one hundred thousand applications for pa� 
tents at home and abroad, enable us to understand the 
laws and practice on botn continents, and to possess u n
eque.led facilities for procuring patents everywhere. A 
synopsis of the patent laws of the United States and all 
foreign countries may be had on application, and persons 
contemplating the securing of patents, either at home or 
abroad, are invited to write to this office for prices, 
which are low. in accordance with the Umes and our ex
tensive facilities for conducting the business. Address 
MUNN & CO .. office SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN. 861 Broad
way, New York. 

INDEX OF INVENTIONS 
For which Letter. Patent of' the 

United State. were Granted 

March 5, 1889, 

AND EACH DEARING THAT DATE. 

rSee note at end of list about copies of these patents.] 

Air brake. Pritchard & Templon. ........ ... ...... . 399,158 
A ir brakes, automatic piston for, Pritchard & 

Templon .. .. ... . ... . . .. . . .. . ...... . . . . ......... . . .  399.157 

between what zodiacal constellations and the sun are Air brakes, pipe couplin� for. T. H. Haberkorn ... 398.829 

the planets Saturn, Uranus, a'ftd Neptune when pass- Alloys of chrome, iron, and manganese. making. 

ing the perihelion point of their different orbits. A. H. Eckardt ................ ....................... 399.023 

The position of the perihelion of Saturn is in Cancer, of Amale:llmator. electriC, J. H. Rae . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . .  399,209 
Ammonia as a motive power in engines, utiliz-

Uranus in Virgo. of Neptune in Taurus. in� aqua, J. H. Campbell ......... ...... . .. 399,1:l1. 399.132 

(530) E. J. K. writes: Will. you give Ammonia vapor en�ine. J. H. Campbell .... . .. .... 399.133 

formUla for adhesive plaster that is unaffected by moist- Animal hitchlOg device, C. A. Hunt . .... . .. . .... .. .  398.965 
ure and is as inert, medicinally, as possible? What is 

Ankle supporter, R. H. Golden ...... ..... ......... 398,892 
Axle. vehicle, C. B. Brown ........................... 39'J.0l3 

wanted is something that will stirk to the body well. Bag. See Paper ba�. 
A. Oxide of lead 4 pounds. olive oil 1 gallon. water 3� Ba� holder. W. R. Burrage . . ... .. . ........... ....... 398.817 
pints; simmer together for four or five hours. adding Ballot box. C. M. Taylor . ... . ......................... 398.911 
water if necessary until the mass is of proper consis- Bath. See Shower bath. 

tence. Battery. See Secondary battery. 

(531) F. H. S. writes: At any time 

I 
Bee

:;:o��:�����.���.���.���.��������.��'.�· . .  �: 399.200 
during'clear weather, wheN the temperature i. below Belt fastener, J. Snow . ... ..................... .. ..... 398.8.17 

the freezing point durin!: the night, but not 8ufflciently Bicycles, IUIIgIIIIII carrier for, H, S, Credlebaugll . . 398,9f5 
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Cut-off and reversing gear for engines, Co Fox ..... 3W.191 
Cutter. See Butter cutter. 
Dental tool, combination, J. J. R. Patrick ..... .. ... 399.071 
Dental tooth relitulating screw, E. H. Angle . ....... 399,177 
Display fmmes, rest for, R. F aries . ...... ..... . . . ... 3�H:i.gSt) 
Distilling petroleum. G. H. Perkins . . . . . . . • . . . . .. . . .  399,O'j;� 
Door handle, sliding, Scheer & States . . . •. . . . . . . . . .  d98.9� 8 
Door spring and check. Ayton & Hill .... .......... 39&.996 
Draught reflulating device for stoves or furnaces, 

M. Schneider. . ................................... 399,085 
Drag and harrow, J. R. Goodman ... ..... ........ . 398.960 
Drawing apparatus. D. K. Wade ........ ........... 398.865 
Dress form. F. W. Brown ............................ 399,181 
Drill. See Rail drill. 
Drill, E. L. Frantz .... . . .. . ............ ......... .. ... .  399.142 
Drilling machine, multiple, R. Hammond . ... . . .. .. 898,962 

Dust pan. R. F. Bailey ................... ... . . ...... 398.997 

Dye. makin� a yellow, J. Walter . .... . ..... . ...... .. 398.990 

Edge setting machine. J. E. Drake . .... . . . ...... ... 398,883 
Egg crate, Smith & Firestone ..... . . .... . ...... ... . .. 300,215 
Electric circuit interrupter, L E. Lecoultre . . .•. . .  399,057 
Electric current regulator, J. W. Balet ...... 398,926, 398,927 
Electric machine, dynamo. J. H. Robertson . ...... rul9,213 
Electric machine, dynamo, W. L. Silvey . . ... ....... Sml.088 
ElectriC machine regulator, dynamo, J. :11"'. Kester. 399,147 
Electric motor, O. Lugo ....... ....... .............. 3!19,059 
Electric regulator, F. C. Wagner .................... 899,224: 

ElectriC switch, L. W. Dillon ... ........... .. . . . . . ... 399.135 
Electrical distribution. regulation for systems of, 

I,. B. Stillwell .... .. ........ .. ..... .. ... . .... . ... ... 399.219 

Electrical distribution, regulator for systems of, 
L. B. Stillwell . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . ........ .. .. .. . ... .. . 399,218 

Electrical treatment, coucb for applying, Schmalz 
& �'aulkner ... ............................... .... 399.084 

Elevator. See Rotary elevator. 
Elevator speed regll'lator, W. E. Nickerson. 

398,972. 399,068 
Engine. See Ammonia vapor engine. HydrauliC 

engine. Pulp engine. Rotary engine. Steam 
engine. 

Engine shafts. electric signal for. J. C. !ticketson. 399.163 
�'rm gate. G. N. Ball .... . . . ... . . ...... .. . .... ..... . . . . 198.9!l8 
�·astener. A. L. Colton . . . . .. .... . ...... .... . .. .... ... . 39S.81� 
Feathers for dusters. machine for preparin�, J. J. 

Sands .. . .. ........... . . .. .. . .. ... ....... . .... ... . 3\J8,85U 
Feed regulator, J. Dawson .. .... .... .... ....... . ... . 399.187 
Feed water heater. J. L. Hunter .... . ....... . .. .... 398.966 
Feed water purifier and heater, W. II. Smith ... . .. 398,856 
Felt (hardening- machines. cone or former for, J. 

& D. Pendergast....... .., ...................... 399.072 

Fence. E. Potter ........... . ..... .................. 398.974 
Fence making machine, W. A. Hawley ............. 399,040 
Fence post, T. Dailey ... ..... .... ......... .... .. . . .. . 3.'19.021 

Ferric carbide, purifying. H. Riinmer ...... � ....... 399,082 

�'ifth wheel, J. M. Williams .. .. ........ ........... ... 3!l8.869 
Filter, H. W. Grelle . .. . .. .. ....... . ............... .. . 399.081 
Firearm, breech-loading. L. H. Smith. ........ ... aOO,214: 

Firearms, luminous si�ht for, H. H. Grenfell . ..... 300,144 
Fire clay heater, G. W. White ............... ....... :lll8.919 
Fireescape.C, M. Fowler .. """""""".""". ,398,826 
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